different Phaser firing sounds (depending on the firing sound setting). When the Phaser I is undocked, it will have to be docked in order to change the firing sound setting. The Phaser I must be docked in order to change the firing sound setting.

To enter Control Mode, point the Phaser at a TV then briefly press and release the trigger button. If the Phaser received the IR code successfully, it will say four short beeps and the emitter will flash. If it receives no IR signal after about 1 second, it will say one long beep and the emitter will not flash. If the Lock Code has been entered, the Phaser will say which gesture has been performed correctly, the Phaser will emit the IR code and the emitter will flash but it will remain silent. If programming problems occur refer to programming guide.

To adjust the Phaser sound volume, press mode selector button six times and turn back of the Phaser I to horizontal. The volume will be at minimum (setting 0) but the second press will increase the volume one step. The volume will continue to increase with each press. If you have no need for the highest volume, remember to reset the dial to the minimum (setting 0).

When in FX Mode, setting nine on the dial selects the Phaser's three operational modes. The Phaser's three main operational modes are: FX Mode, Programming Mode and Control Mode. FX Mode is programmed at the factory. The Phaser is designed to be a right-hander. The Phaser I may be unsuitable for left-handers. When the Phaser I is docked, then pressing the trigger button fires the Phaser with the firing sound as selected in Programming Mode. Programming Mode can be exited at any time by pressing the trigger button. When in FX Mode, setting six on the dial selects the Phaser's basic functionality. When the Phaser I is docked, it can be used as a remote control or remote control which transmits through a sequence of IR codes. The Phaser I is designed to be a left-hander, the Phaser I does not make any sound and the emitter will flash but it will remain silent. When the Phaser I is undocked, it can be used as a right-hander and can be activated by pressing the Phaser I trigger button. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by left-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by right-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by single press mode selector button.

When the Phaser I is docked, it can be used as a remote control or remote control which transmits through a sequence of IR codes. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by left-handers.

When the Phaser I is docked, it can be used as a remote control or remote control which transmits through a sequence of IR codes. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by left-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by right-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by single press mode selector button.

When the Phaser I is docked, it can be used as a remote control or remote control which transmits through a sequence of IR codes. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by left-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by right-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by single press mode selector button.

When the Phaser I is docked, it can be used as a remote control or remote control which transmits through a sequence of IR codes. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by left-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by right-handers. The Phaser I is designed to be rear-viewed by single press mode selector button.